The 15O steady-state method: correction for variation in arterial concentration.
One of the factors limiting the accuracy of the 15O steady-state method for the measurement of regional cerebral blood flow and oxygen metabolism is the requirement that a constant arterial blood concentration be maintained over long periods. A new method has been developed to correct for the variation of the arterial concentration in the C15O2 and 15O2 steady-state inhalation technique. The time course of the arterial activity is obtained by multiple sampling over the study period. The same 15O model as is used in the steady-state method is employed but is solved without assuming equilibrium. Look-up tables are generated to relate flow and oxygen extraction fraction to tissue activity, and from them the regional parameters are estimated. Theory and simulation studies suggest that substantial improvement in accuracy can be obtained with no increase in statistical error. The validity of the method was checked experimentally by making repeated measurements in the same subject after perturbing the gas delivery. The conventional steady-state method showed significantly larger deviations in repeat measurement than did the new method. Thus, it is concluded that the proposed method is superior.